Spacetoon Kids TV: Educating Kids on ERW
by Daniele Ressler [ Mine Action Information Center ]

This image was one used for MRE in Iraq in 2005
for MAG. The main “glowing ball” character, Taif,
was featured in the MRE campaign and delivered all
the safety messages to children through posters, TV
cartoon spots and copybooks.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BASHER KH. AHMAD/SPACETOON KIDS
TV–JORDAN
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pacetoon is known to many across
the Arab world for its television channel that is geared toward children,
Spacetoon Kids TV. This channel is transmitted to over 50 million people in the Middle
East and North Africa and features cartoons
dubbed into Arabic and child-appropriate TV
programs. The objectives of Spacetoon Kids
TV include being educational, family-friendly
and acceptable to Arab culture; promoting
positive social values such as tolerance and
teamwork; and inspiring creativity. Spacetoon
Kids TV and it’s larger parent media company, Spacetoon Media Group, strive to communicate with children using age-effective
and nurturing methods through a variety of
communication media.
One important part of Spacetoon Kids
TV is its production of public-service programs and announcements that promote
issues such as appropriate childcare and
respect for the environment. Organizations
such as the Arab League, UNICEF and
World Health Organization have sponsored
Spacetoon advertising and announcements
to raise awareness and educate children on a
variety of humanitarian issues.
Spacetoon and MRE in the Middle East
Among other educational campaigns,
the Spacetoon Kids TV Regional Office in
Jordan is working to bring a specific kind
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of message to kids: mines and UXO are
dangerous. The Jordan office is the only
regional office responsible for developing
humanitarian-specific educational programs
and campaigns on topics such as democracy, human rights and mine risk education,
which can then be broadcast to any or all
the Arab countries in the Middle East and
North Africa through Spacetoon media.
Hussam Hadi, Regional Manager, and Rami
Allawama, Program Planning Manager, say
that due to the dangers the Lebanese and
Iraqi children face these days, they feel a
great need to warn them about the dangers
of cluster bombs.1
The Spacetoon Jordanian office creates humanitarian and educational messages that donors and nongovernmental organizations want
to disseminate. The company staff designs a
storyboard and characters who deliver these
important messages, such as MRE, to children
throughout the Arab regions via cartoons, TV
documentaries and programs, posters, leaflets,
calendars, gifts, activity packets and more.
Hadi and Allawama note, “Because the children in the Arab world watch and love this
channel, its characters and programs, we are
able to communicate effectively timely messages to parents and children alike.”1
Lebanon faces a post-conflict situation in which the need for MRE is great—
especially for children. According to the
United Nations Mine Action Coordination
Centre of South Lebanon, children have accounted for seven of the 23 fatalities and 49
of the 136 injuries as of November 13, 2006.2
Cluster submunitions can be particularly
dangerous because some may resemble toys
due to their small size and colorful ribbon.
Children playing may find these curious
items and touch them, which can detonate
the unexploded ordnance.
Spacetoon Kids TV recognizes the need
in Lebanon for MRE for children. Hadi and
Allawama say that at the Regional Office in
Jordan, “we have a full package campaign
designed especially for Lebanese children
including TV spots, posters, flyers, activity books and notebooks.”1 The company is
looking for donors who are interested in distributing their educational materials, which
are designed to provide MRE in Arabic using child-friendly and culturally sensitive
techniques with cartoon characters and
popular programming.
Spacetoon’s Regional Office has experience providing MRE and awareness-raising

campaigns about the dangers of mines and
explosive remnants of war through its work
with Iraqi children. RONCO Consulting
Corporation and the U.S. Department of
State funded two projects in 2004 through
Iraq’s National Mine Action Authority and
the Ministry of Planning, and in 2005
Mines Advisory Group funded a one-year
project through the Iraqi Health and Social
Care Organization.
Conclusion
With the help of new donor sponsors,
Spacetoon’s Regional Office in Jordan plans
to address the urgent need of ensuring children’s safety in Lebanon, as well as continue
to deliver MRE activities in Iraq where children are also still at great risk.
See Endnotes, page 111
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Today, Gasimov’s personal experience has inspired him
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Assurance Team at the Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine
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lnur Gasimov is all too familiar with the physical pain of being involved in
a UXO incident. In 1993, his family was living in an area of military conflict in the Republic of Azerbaijan. When he was 15, a shiny metal
object along the road caught his attention. Unknown to Gasimov at
the time, it was the fuze of an unexploded hand grenade.
“Some areas were occupied by Armenian forces and there were a lot
of military munitions spread around. At that time, there was no minerisk education in Azerbaijan,” Gasimov recalls.1 This lack of MRE
proved to be very dangerous for the young Gasimov. When he tried to
touch the unknown object, it exploded, causing him to lose three fingers
on his right hand. After receiving treatment in a local military hospital
for about one month, Gasimov was able to return to school and finish
his education.
Seven years after the incident, Gasimov made the decision to pursue a career in mine action. “One day I got an encouraging opportunity to join the humanitarian mine action movement. I started working
with a national NGO [nongovernmental organization] and eventually
with ANAMA.”1
In 2000 after graduating from university, Gasimov began working
as a surveyor for the International Eurasia Press Fund—an NGO working under the ANAMA umbrella. Gasimov briefly explains his work at
the IEPF: “One year after training, I worked as a surveyor around the
border collecting information from villages about contaminated land
and mine victims.” After a year with the IEPF, Gasimov went to work
with ANAMA as an instructor in humanitarian demining with the
monitoring and training team. As part of his work as an instructor,
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Gasimov taught mine-risk education to schoo
lchildren in affected areas of Azerbaijan. “I used to go to schoo
ls conducting
mine-risk education in order to prevent incid
ents
such as my
own,”1 he remembers.
Gasimov’s commitment to his work in mine
action helped
him receive the promotion to Team Leader
of the Training
and Quality Assurance Team at ANA MA,
an important
component of the mine-action program in
Azerbaijan. The
T&QA Team at ANA MA was created speci
fically to oversee
the cleara nce operations of the demining
companies and to
identify and address any problems that arise
during the demining process.
As part of his training for the T&QA Team
at ANA MA,
Gasimov attended a number of courses in
mine action. He
provides the following description of the main
functions of
his team : “We conduct trainings, work on
capacity building,
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ng, sometimes marked by unexpected
barriers. “All of my achievements in this field
have been an
ongoing process. We work and we learn. Some
times we learn
[by making] mista kes, but our first goal is
to make the land
free from mines using the approved stand
ards.” Gasimov is
happy to dedicate his life’s work to the destr
uction of devices
that are so harmful. “Each destroyed mine
and each neutralized [piece of] ordnance means someone’s rescu
ed life or protected health.”1
In spite of the difficulties that accompany
work ing in
minefields, Gasimov feels his work in mine
action has been
rewarding. He hopes one day all countries, inclu
ding his own,
will be free from the complications inflic
ted by mines and
UXO. The young T&QA Team Leader woul
d also like to
see the injur y and death caused by mines
and UXO absent
from the world. “Some of our people will
try and reach water or herd their animals and they are injur
ed by landmines,”
Gasimov laments. “It is very hard.”1
When asked about his suggestions for the
mine-action
community, Gasimov believes communica
tion is essential to
solving the mine problem. “My suggestion
is to work closer,
to share the experience with other countries
and to work as
one force against the problem. We can share
lessons we have
learned so that others do not have to learn
from their own
mista kes,”1 he concludes.
It is Gasi mov’s sense of hope , compassio
n and unity
that make s him a valua ble member of the
demi ning commun ity. He not only contr ibute s his know
ledge and dedication to the field, but he also has taught mine
victim s that
recovery from tragic situations is well with
in reach.
See Endnotes, page 111
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by Vinicius Souza and Maria Eugênia Sá [ MediaQuatro ]

n addition to having mined spots along its border with Ecuador
resulting from a conflict resolved long ago, Peru currently focuses
primarily on civilian landmine accidents in the areas surrounding
the towers of the power-transmission lines that cross the country. In
the mid-1980s, guerrilla s of the Sendero Luminoso group launched a
strategy to knock down towers with high-tension lines to cause blackouts in several regions, including the capital, Lima. In 1986, in one
day—the day before elections—10 towers were knocked down, resulting
in a nationwide blackout.
After that incident, authorities decided it was urgent to protect their
power-transmission infrastructure. However, it was not feasible to keep
guards around every tower, many of which were located deep in the jungle,
in inhospitable areas or at high altitudes. The solution was to emplant landmines quickly around those towers; but as with every plan created in haste,
many mistakes with fatal consequences resulted.
Charged with the task of emplacing the landmines, the Nationa l Police
.
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was nothing more than an improvised landmine. Later, the country’s
Navy would develop a mine of its own. It was smaller and more
powerful, but a little safer in its functioning.
In 1989, a group of 60 police officers was assigned to plant
30 to 50 landmines around each of the 1,711 towers located
at strategic spots in the departments of Lima, Junín,
Huancavélica and Ica. Of those 60 professionals, only 23 had had some kind of training and
qualification in explosives, and they transferred
their knowledge to the others. Worse still, each
time one of the towers needed technica l maintenance, those professionals were sent ahead to
“open a path” to the tower, deactivating and removing the landmines from a strip of land where
they would be replanted and reactivated later.
They had no personal protective equipment and
no plan for transportation and rescue if required.
There were no reliable maps of mine locations
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were subjected to possible displacements
caused by rain, floods, blizzards, vegetation
growth, etc.
The lack of proper training and qualifications,
personal safety equipment and accurate maps, in addition to the quality of landmines themselves and the
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